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New Model: Absolute 48 Navetta

During the 2018 dealer meeting Absolute unveiled the 48 Navetta, new entry level and fourth model to the
modern explorer yacht range as visioned by the Italian boat builder which has brought so much success to
the firm since introduced in 2014 with the 58. The Absolute 48 Navetta for a modern explorer cruiser just
under the fifteen meter mark offers interesting spaces both outside, see spacious flybridge, and inside.
The interior impresses a lot especially the three cabin guest area of the lower deck with the side looking
double berth design of the forward stateroom impressing for its space, which really seems to give nothing
less to that of a midships design. This idea is not new, I remember Fairline and Uniesse using a similar
concept in a slightly bigger boat, and I always do think that in between the thirteen and fifteen meter sizes
this should be used a bit more instead of going for the simple eqauation of a high freeboard in order to fit a
midships cabin. But the Absolute 48 Navetta lower deck extra space does not stop and thanks to an
important beam its port side midships located VIP cabin is also another spacious offer. Completing the
lower deck in the Absolute 48 Navetta is also an aft crew cabin.

The 48 Navetta main deck offers the

embraced by Absolute aft galley design and an area which connects with the aft deck. As all Absolute since
quite a few years the 48 Navetta is IPS propulsion-ed and is powered by twin Volvo 435hp engines. Worth
to note is the important fuel tank capacity of 1800 liters which at optimum cruise should give an
interesting range.

Technical Data:
LOA - 15.10 m (49.6ft)
Beam - 4.65 m
Draft - 1.2 m
Fuel Capacity - 1800 l
Water Capacity - 530 l
Max Persons - 14
Accommodation - six berths in three cabins, one cabin crew berth Engines - 2 x Volvo D6 435hp
Propulsion - Volvo dual forward looking propellers IPS pod drives Speed - 27 knots max 22 knots fast cruise
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